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Eternal Flame
Two local luminaries shed some light on an age-old art

It's not often you hear of candle makers looking to Grace Kelly, Chanel nail lacquer and Rodarte sketches for inspiration, but for graphic and textile designer Wendy Polish and makeup artist Jo Strettell, founders of L.A. line Le Feu du Léau (The Fire of The Water), storyboards are key. As creative types, “This process of gathering information is very important to us,” says Strettell. Their freestorm candles are sculpted underwater and come in six blends such as Musk / Smoke or Black & Red Currant. $55; Lost & Found, L.A.; lefeudeleau.com.

BRIGHT LIGHTS
British nail care brand Ciaté hits the Golden State this season in an array of electric hues, from Cupcake Queen (a delicious fuchsia) to Mistress (a glam red).

LOS ANGELES
PRIMED FOR PRIMPING Brooklyn salon and apothecary Woodley & Bunny has landed on the west coast to bring a perfectly curated selection of global goodies in addition to salon services such as haircuts, brow shaping and power facials. 8318 ½ W. 3rd St., L.A., 323-951-9906; woodleyandbunny.com.

SANTA MONICA
SPade in the Sand
Memorial Day just got chicer with a new limited-edition Kate Spade and Shutters on the Beach meet-up. The Bon Shopper collaboration, a graphic tote made of Florence Broadhurst print cotton, is the ideal size for seaside essentials. What’s more, for après-sun, one spa at the resort now offers an array of treatments using N.Y.-based cult-hit Red Flower and products by Omorovicza. shuttersbeachstyle.com.

The Bon Shopper Solar print, $198.